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ABC Scavenger Hunt
Find something for each letter of the alphabet! 

A B C D

E F G H

I J K L

M N O P

Q R S T

U V W X

Y Z
Make it more challenging!
- Items found must fit within the box.
- Set a time limit for older kids or siblings.
- Find books with titles that start with the letter.

Share your photos with 
photo@gepark.org!



SELFIE SCAVENGER HUNT
Set a time limit and take as many of these selfies as you can. You can use filters and stickers, but items must be 

real. Compete against a friend virtually to see who can complete the challenge first or have another friend or family 
member judge each photo to see who gets the most points! Share your photos with photo@gepark.org.

Selfie in front of a window SCORE               /5 

Selfie drinking water SCORE               /5

Selfie with a flower SCORE               /5

Selfie with something that starts with “J” SCORE               /5

Selfie with something fluffy or fuzzy SCORE               /5

Selfie with silly or crazy hair SCORE               /5

Selfie coloring with a red crayon or marker SCORE               /5

Selfie with a Disney character SCORE               /5

Selfie with a photo of yourself SCORE               /5

Selfie in front of a tree SCORE               /5

Selfie with something from the 1980s SCORE               /5

Selfie holding two sticks SCORE               /5

Selfie with something purple SCORE               /5

Selfie with an animal in the picture SCORE               /5

Selfie collage making six different faces SCORE               /5

NO. COMPLETED:           /15 TOTAL SCORE

Take a  
#selfie



ANT FLOWERS BIRD NEST FROG

ACORN/SEED TREE STUMP WORM MUSHROOM

LOG BIRD GREEN LEAF PINE

GRASS BEE BUNNY

COLOR AS YOU GO 
SCAVENGER HUNT

Grab colored pencils, crayons, or markers and get ready to explore!
Share your photos with photo@gepark.org.



GRATITUDE 
SCAVENGER HUNT

Find something that is your favorite color

Find something delicious to eat

Find something that brings you a good memory

Find something that you would like to share with others

Find something you love doing on your own

Find a photo that makes you laugh

Find something that smells amazing

Find something that you love to hug

Find something outside you like looking at

Find something that is useful

Find something that makes a beautiful sound

Find something that makes you smile

Find something you can use to make a gift for someone

Find a book that makes you happy when you read it

Find something that makes you feel safe

Find something that reminds you of someone you love

Find something you like to do at night

Find something that helps you learn

Find something that keeps you warm when it is cold

Find your favorite place to spend alone time

Find something you know someone else will enjoy

Find something that reminds you that you are loved

Name three people you are 
thankful for:

                                                          

                                                          

                                                          

Name three things that are 
unique about you:

                                                          

                                                          

                                                          

Draw the feeling  
of gratitude:

Share your photos with photo@gepark.org.



SPRING SENSES 
SCAVENGER HUNT

SIGHT
Two similar rocks

Animal tracks/footprints

Crawling bug

Spiderweb

3 kinds of leaves

Multi-colored rock

Something purple

A shape in the clouds

Bird nest

Berries on a bush or branch

Hole in a tree

Squirrel

Insect bites on a leaf

Stick shaped like a Y

Fungus on a tree

Frog in the water

Acorn

TOUCH
A smooth rock

3 types of tree bark

A prickly pinecone

Soft flower petals

Tall wiry grass

Wet mud

LISTEN
Stick breaking

Birds chirping

The wind

Water dripping or flowing

Bee buzzing

Find something to make music with

SMELL
Flower blossoms

Green grass

Old leaves

Tree bark

Dirt

TOTAL                    

Share your photos with 
photo@gepark.org!



INdoor Color Hunt
Write, draw, or place items inside the circles! 

ORANGE YELLOW GREEN

BLUE RED PURPLE

PINK GRAY BROWN

TIP: For older kids (or adults), turn this into a rainbow photo scavenger hunt 
and have them snap pictures of objects that match the colors above!

Share your photos with 
photo@gepark.org!



Outdoor Color Hunt
Write, draw, or place items inside the circles! 

ORANGE YELLOW GREEN

BLUE RED PURPLE

PINK GRAY BROWN

TIP: For older kids (or adults), turn this into a rainbow photo scavenger hunt 
and have them snap pictures of objects that match the colors above!

Share your photos with 
photo@gepark.org!



Compete against neighbors, family, or friends in a virtual scavenger hunt! 
Pick a time that works for everyone, setup a meeting through a platform like Zoom, and send your invites. 

Select one person to act as the moderator, timer, judge, and pointkeeper. They’ll read off an item from the 
list below (mix up the order!) and the other participants must scramble to find it within one minute. The 

first person to bring back the item and show it on the screen wins a point for that round. Scavenger hunters 
cannot bring the device they are using to stream the meeting with them on their search. 

No using your phone for answers and the same item can’t be used for two answers!

PARTICIPANT/FAMILY NAMES >

1. Toothbrush
2. Football or hockey gear
3. Musical instrument
4. Amazon box
5. Takeout receipt
6. Disney anything
7. Hand sanitizer
8. DVD
9. Promotional sunglasses
10. Deck of cards
11. Picture of a vacation
12. Roll of toilet paper
13. Movie ticket stub
14. Phone charger
15. Box of cereal
16. Dirty dish
17. Superhero anything
18. Dinosaur
19. Leaf
20. Inflated balloon
21. Homework worksheet
22. Birthday candle
23. Rewards card
24. Box of hair dye
25. Cup with an initial on it
26. Canned fruit

TOTAL SCORE >

All In Scavenger Hunt

Share your photos with 
photo@gepark.org!



All In Scavenger Hunt
Compete against neighbors, family, or friends in a virtual scavenger hunt! 

Pick a time that works for everyone, setup a meeting through a platform like Zoom, and send your invites. 
Select one person to act as the moderator, timer, judge, and pointkeeper. They’ll read off an item from the 

list below (mix up the order!) and the other participants must scramble to find it within one minute. The 
first person to bring back the item and show it on the screen wins a point for that round. Scavenger hunters 

cannot bring the device they are using to stream the meeting with them on their search. 
No using your phone for answers and the same item can’t be used for two answers!

PARTICIPANT/FAMILY NAMES >

1. Board game
2. Yellow marker
3. Palm tree
4. Disinfectant wipes
5. Playbill
6. Baby picture of yourself
7. Sticky note
8. Flip flop
9. Duct tape
10. Sleep mask
11. Basketball or baseball gear
12. Golf ball
13. Raisin(s)
14. Packet of seeds
15. Pillow
16. Remote control
17. Shirt with an animal on it
18. Foreign money
19. Concert ticket stub
20. Teddy bear
21. Birthday card
22. Nail polish
23. Glove(s) 
24. Fitness equipment
25. Rubber band
26. Cookbook

TOTAL SCORE >

Share your photos with 
photo@gepark.org!



Compete against neighbors, family, or friends in a virtual scavenger hunt! 
Pick a time that works for everyone, setup a meeting through a platform like Zoom, and send your invites. 

Select one person to act as the moderator, timer, judge, and pointkeeper. They’ll read off an item from the 
list below (mix up the order!) and the other participants must scramble to find it within one minute. The 

first person to bring back the item and show it on the screen wins a point for that round. Scavenger hunters 
cannot bring the device they are using to stream the meeting with them on their search. 

No using your phone for answers and the same item can’t be used for two answers!

PARTICIPANT/FAMILY NAMES >

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 

TOTAL SCORE >

Make 
your 
own!

All In Scavenger Hunt

Share your photos with 
photo@gepark.org!


